Mission and Vision

EDUC creates a truly integrated European University with students, researchers and administrative staff who learn, teach and work at universities differing in size, age, native languages and disciplinary foci.

Using modern digital tools and face-to-face collaboration, we form a strong triangle of shared knowledge and academic values between Western, Central and Southern Europe, developing strong ties between local environments to tackle global challenges of the 21st century.

www.educ-alliance.eu
Digitalisation
Shared digital tools are the key to the effective collaboration in research, connecting people and services, improving work, teaching and learning. Thus, innovative mobility scenarios are created, guaranteeing automatic recognition of credits and streamlining the whole mobility process. Only an environment making use of the digital in an experimental, coherent and inclusive way is able to develop the relevant skills of students, teachers and staff. We are thus taking an active part in shaping the foundations of a new European society on the rise.

Mobilities and Research
Using virtual exchange scenarios and mutualised administrative processes in connection to the new curricula, students, researchers and staff have and easy access to all EDUC partners. With a strong focus on inclusion, framework for people with special needs is created to break down the barriers on a way to European integration. Research-focused virtual learning coupled with short-term mobility enhances the interconnection of studying and research. Thanks to these steps, the EDUC’s student journey becomes truly individualised European experience.

Global and local integration
With a total population of over 158.000 students and 20.900 members of faculty and staff, EDUC has the size of a bigger European city. Just as cities have always been places of diversity, innovation and community that reached beyond themselves, EDUC develops strong ties between its local social environments with a consistent European perspective on the global challenges of the 21st century. EDUC creates an environment where scientific centres, corporate partners, and local communities can collaborate with all partner institutions via the framework established by the alliance members.

Sustainable Development Goals
In order to speak internationally with a united voice, EDUC will develop a shared internationalization strategy in accordance with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to open its community and its offerings to the world.

Horizontal Governance Structure
The governance structure mirrors the agile spirit of its management. This strategy integrates the unique features of all partner universities as well as the stakeholders on all levels. This challenge-driven approach assures a strong motivation for all stakeholders to get involved and to feel appreciated for the creativity of their work.